Most automatic text summarization systems proposed to date rely on centrality and structural features as indicators for information importance. In this paper, we argue that these features cannot reliably detect important information in heterogeneous document collections. Instead, we propose CPSum, a summarizer that learns the importance of information objects from a background source. Our hypothesis is tested on a multi-document corpus where we remove centrality and structural features. CPSum proves to be able to perform well in this challenging scenario whereas reference systems fail.
Introduction
The goal of text summarization is to take an information source, extract content from it, and present the most important content to the user [...] (Mani, 2001) . Identifying important information in source documents is therefore a major goal in summarization. Most methods to date rely on structural features such as sentence position, number of upper-case words, or title words, and a wide range of measures of sentence centrality as signals for what is important in source documents.
In particular in news articles, such as those used for the DUC2002 single-document summarization and the DUC2004 multi-document summarization tasks, 1 it is quite common that the most important information is repeated most frequently. Indeed, Nenkova et al. (2006) showed that information which appears frequently in the input documents is likely to appear in a human-generated summary. Similar conclusions can be drawn for single-document news corpora, where, for example, important information is likely to be found at the beginning of the document (for impatient readers), and repeated and expanded later in the article.
Even though most research in text summarization to date focused on newswire documents, this special kind of text genre is not the only one to be considered for summarization. Recently, about 400 journalists organized by the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) 2 spent more than a year to analyze 11.5 million documents in the Panama Papers repository, 3 which consists of emails, PDFs, and other text documents not belonging to the newswire genre. In such a heterogeneous collection of raw and unprocessed source documents we cannot assume that frequency information correlates with importance, and therefore cannot rely on (in)frequency as (un)importance signal.
Nevertheless, journalists are able to cope with such situations because they bring along their background knowledge about the world, which allows them to estimate what information is important and what is not. We therefore propose to incorporate world knowledge to handle more challenging summarization scenarios where centrality cannot be used as a signal for importance. Our assumption is that summarization systems which are aware of the importance of information without analyzing the structure of the source documents are able to summarize heterogeneous documents properly. The key question of the paper is whether a knowledge-based summarization system is still able to detect important information even when structural and centrality-based features cannot be used as signals for importance.
We first review well-known summarization sys- tems for single-and multi-document summarization in Section 2. Particular emphasis is put on the methodologies used to identify important information and avoid redundancy since this is the main innovation of our knowledge-based system described in Section 3. CPSum learns about importance by analyzing an independent background corpus of document-summary pairs and applies this knowledge in the summarization task. A major difference to previous systems is that we do not use similarity measures to compute centrality, neither for detecting importance nor for avoiding redundancy.
In order to verify our assumptions, we compare our approach on a commonly used evaluation corpus, both in its original version and in various version in which we remove redundancy and sentence order. We describe the corpus modification in Section 4. Expectedly, our experiments described in Section 5 and 6 show a substantial performance decrease for all tested reference systems, whereas the performance of CPSum remains essentially unchanged. The conclusions we draw from this study are summarized in Section 7.
Related Work
In this section, we review prior work in singleand multi-document summarization. The essential differences between these approaches and our approach are illustrated in Figure 1 . On the left, a centrality-based SDS system summarizes a document D to a summary S 1 . The result is a text with a similar topic distribution as in the source document. A system with a different notion of importance is able to produce a summary S 2 with a varied distribution of topics. On the right, we observe a similar situation, where a centrality-based MDS system summarizes a document collection D 1 , . . . , D 3 to a summary S 1 and a importance-aware summarization system produces the summary S 2 with a different topic distribution. Centrality-bases methods produce a smaller version of the source document(s) whereas an importance-aware summarization system is able to emphasis on important parts even if they are not frequent.
Single-Document Summarization
Early work in single-document summarization (SDS) by Luhn (1958) and Edmundson (1969) tries to identify salient information in documents. Luhn (1958) identifies words which are frequent in the source documents and infrequent in a background corpus. Edmundson (1969) extends this approach by using cue words and structural features such as title words and sentence position.
Several more recent methods are inspired by algorithms such as HITS (Kleinberg, 1999) and PageRank (Brin and Page, 1998) and model the source documents as graphs. TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004 ) models sentences as nodes in a graph, where the strength of the connections between the nodes is determined by the similarity of the sentences measured by means of syntactic word overlap. Since Mihalcea and Tarau (2004) assume the absence of redundancy in single-document summarization there is no need for a re-ranking after selecting sentences. They also rely on sentence order by always including the first sentences in the summary. Parveen and Strube (2015) use a bipartite graph to represent a document. This so-called topic graph has two sets of nodes, one containing sentences and one containing topics. To rank the sentences, they apply HITS . Since they deal with very long texts which may contain repetitive information they also apply a redundancy avoidance strategy by maximizing topic coverage in the summary and therefore minimizing redundancy.
All these approaches have in common that they focus on selecting the most central information from a document. However, in a noisy document with a significant amount of unimportant text, extracting the most central text may not be a good strategy. Summaries produced by these approaches will rather contain noise than important information, since the noise might be quite central (c.f. Figure 1) . Most of the approaches assume that there is no redundancy in the source document and do not apply a redundancy avoidance strategy.
Multi-Document Summarization
In comparison to SDS the task in extractive multidocument summarization (MDS) is to summarize not one but a set of documents. The additional challenge in comparison to extractive SDS is that the document set may contain the same information redundantly in different documents. Therefore, in addition to detect important information, a second challenge is to avoid redundancy in the generated summary.
McKeown and Radev (1995) introduce the task of summarizing multiple news documents. Their system, called SUMMONS (SUMMarizing Online NewS articles), extends already existing template-driven message understanding systems. Carbonell and Goldstein (1998) introduce Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) to reward centrality and penalize redundancy jointly with a linear combination of both attributes. In a querybased setup, sentences are greedily selected according to their similarity to the query and similarity according to already selected sentences. The similarity measure is based on the Cosine similarity between sentences. use a clustering method to find a centroid. Clusters are built based on a topic detection system. For redundancy avoidance, they apply a redundancy penalty similar to the negative factor proposed by Carbonell and Goldstein (1998) and re-rank the sentences iteratively until re-ranking does not change the resulting summary.
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004 ) is a graphbased MDS method inspired by social networks which uses intra-sentences cosine similarity to compute an adjacency matrix to represent the sentences as a graph similar to the graph-based methods in SDS. The most central sentence is considered to be the most important sentence. LexRank itself does not apply redundancy avoidance but only ranks sentences according to importance. As redundancy avoidance strategy, cross-sentence informational subsumption (CSIS) (Radev, 2000) is applied as a re-ranking strategy.
The best performing system at the DUC 2004 shared task in MDS, CLASSY (Conroy et al., 2004) , uses TF-IDF scores to calculate the importance of sentences. ICSI Summ (Gillick et al., 2009 ), a well-performing system at TAC 2009, applies a global linear optimization to search for a set of sentences that covers relevant concepts in the source documents as well as possible. As concepts they use word bi-grams weighted by their frequency, thereby deriving importance from frequency. Since they search for a set of sentences which maximizes the sum of unique concept values, their system is able to avoid redundancy implicitly.
Lin and Bilmes (2011) treat MDS as a submodular maximization problem. By rewarding diversity rather than penalizing redundancy they created a monotone nondecreasing submodular utility function (in comparison to Carbonell and Goldstein (1998) ) which has a constant factor guarantee of optimality. In contract to ICSI Summ, Yogatama et al. (2015) seek to not maximize bi-gram coverage but to maximize the semantic volume. They use embeddings to represent sentences and choose the subset of sentences that maximizes the size of the convex hull in the generated embedding space as summary.
We summarize that systems for MDS use (similar to systems for SDS) various centrality measures to detect important information. Furthermore, they apply redundancy avoidance strategies based on sentence similarity. CPSum, on the other hand, does not apply any similarity measure but learns from contextual preferences if something is important in the context of other information/sentences.
The CPSum Algorithm
In this section, we first define the summarization task formally. We then present the novel preference-based summarization system CPSum in detail. In particular, we explain our training procedure and (contextual) sentence ranking methodology.
Problem Definition
The task of a generic extractive summarization system is to create sequences of sentences (the summaries) from given sequences of sentences (the source documents) for different topics. The objective is that the selected sentences form a good summary of the source documents.
To formalize the task, we define a sentence s of length n as a sequence of n words (s 1 , . . . , s n ). For convenience we use the term word for all elements of a sentence identified by a sentence segmentation method. Therefore, numbers, punctuation marks, and similar elements are all considered to be words. A document D of length m is a sequence of m sentences (s 1 , . . . , s m ), and consequently also a sequence of words. |X| denotes the length of the sequence X.
A topic is a pair The task of extractive document summarization is to find a sequence of sentencesŜ ∈ P lmax (Ḋ) that maximizes a utility function u where P lmax (Ḋ) denotes the set of all sequences of elements inḊ with s∈Ḋ |s| ≤ l max . Formally, the task is to search for S max with
A proper utility function u is supposed to measure the quality of the summary. Approaches are usually evaluated by a comparison with given reference summaries. We refer to Section 5 where we introduce ROUGE as the utility function which is used to grade the produced summaries. The difficulty when developing summarization systems is to find an approximation of u without having access to the reference summaries.
Object Importance
The key idea of our approach is to learn the importance of objects from external sources. This assessment of importance should then be used in order to select the most relevant sentences independently of features derived directly from the source documents, such as structural information or redundancy and centrality. Hence, we believe that our system is more suitable for handling heterogeneous summarization scenarios where such features may not helpful for detecting important information.
As a proof-of-concept, we study a simple approach which learns the importance of objects from a large background corpus of documentsummary pairs. Note that this corpus does not have to consist of document-summary pairs. The system could also learn from very diverse sources such as stock market prices to judge the importance of a company, the length of Wikipedia articles for learning about the importance of people, or the number of inhabitants as a signal of importance for cities. In a way this corresponds to the way humans use fast and frugal heuristics for problem solving (Gigerenzer and Todd, 1999) .
We model object importance in the form of pairwise preferences (Fürnkranz and Hüllermeier, 2011) . A preference a b models the situation that object a is preferred to object b. In this paper, we take a simple approach and model object importance in the form of pairwise preferences between bi-grams of stemmed words that occur in the documents. Preferences may be probabilistic, i.e., the probability that a b rather than b a is Pr(a b) ∈ [0, 1], and it holds that Pr(a b) + Pr(b a) = 1. Due to the large number of observed preferences, each preference only provides a weak signal about the importance of an object, and object importance will be determined by aggregating probabilistic preferences (cf. Section 3.4). Furthermore, we model the situation that an object a is preferred to object b in a context C with contextual preferences a b | C. The intuition is that the preference relation between two objects may depend on a context. In summarization, this context models the information need of a reader, which depends e.g. on personal interests and al-ready observed information. Since object preferences are context-aware they can be used to adapt to difference users and summarization situations. We use the context to model already observed information of a user. Since we select summary sentences iteratively, we model with the context knowledge which is already contained in a partial summary. Since we measure importance in a context and model the context with the partial summary we do not need an additional redundancy avoidance mechanism like most other approaches for multi-document summarization.
The fact, that object importance is learned from an external corpus, also increases the adaptiveness of our system. Since all people may have a different notion of importance, the system can be trained easily on different sources which reflect these different notions. For example, a summary generated for an engineer may look differently than a summary created for a business administration employee. Systems which do not have an adaptive notion of importance are not able to create different summaries for different information needs.
Learning of Object Importance
To learn the importance of an object we use a background corpus denoted by B = (D i , R i ) which provides a set of document-summary pairs. For the i-th topic in the corpus we observe the document D i as well as the summary R i . We use the same notation for the occurrence of objects in sentences and documents as for words, hence a ∈ s or a ∈ D i denotes that object a can be observed in s or D i , respectively.
For each object pair a, b, for which it holds that a occurs in the summary as well as in the source document, and b occurs in the source document but not in the summary, we observe a preference a b, since a was selected to be included in the summary whereas b was not. To formalize this, we first define two sets P i and N i for topic i. P i contains all elements which were selected from the source document to be included in the summary and N i contains all elements which are not included in the summary. To define the sets P i and N i we introduce first the notation σ(D i ) and σ(R i ) to reduce the sequences D i and R i to sets which contain each element at most once. We then define
With P i and N i we define the number of observations for a > b in the background corpus B as
where 1 X (x) is 1 if x ∈ X and 0 otherwise.
To define the number of observations a b for a context C we extend the definitions for σ(P i ) and σ(N i ). First, we define A\ \B for two sequences A and B similarly to the set difference, i.e., the result is a sequence of elements where we remove elements from the first sequence which appear in the second sequence. If an element x occurs n-times in A and m-times in B, A\ \B contains the element x exactly max(0, n − m)-times (e.g. (a, a, b, c)\ \(a, b, d) = (a, c) ). We then define the set
similarly to P i , all elements which are contained in the source document as well as in the reference documents without the context elements. The intuition is that these elements are important in the context of C whereas the elements in N i | C are not important given C.
The number of contextual preferences for the elements a and b and the sequence of context elements C in the background corpus B is defined as
The context C models the objects which are already in a partial summary. Since our approach selects sentences sequentially, we have to detect the importance of objects according to already selected objects.
We can estimate the prior probability of observing a b as
and analogously for Pr(a b | C).
Sentence Ranking
In this section, we propose a ranking methodology for all available sentencesḊ in a multi-document summarization topic from a sentence-level utility function u. To rank the sentences, we iteratively search for the sentenceŝ witĥ
where u(s | C) is a utility function that encodes the importance of sentence s in a context C. The intuition is that the value of a sentence depends on already selected sentences which are modeled by the context C. Hence, we greedily set
as long asŜ ∈ P lmax (Ḋ) and starting withŜ = ∅. Since we do not have access to the reference summaries when generating summaries, we use the learned knowledge from the training phase to estimate the utility of each sentence in order to find the sentence with the highest utility value. To do so, we propose a utility function u in the next section, which assigns a utility score to each individual sentence.
It is important to note at this point that we neither use any form of similarity measure between sentences nor any structural features such as sentence positions to determine the importance of a sentence, which is a crucial difference to previous works.
Individual Sentence Scoring
We obtain individual sentence scores, which means that each sentence is assigned a score independently from the other available sentences. Removing or adding sentences to the source documents will therefore not change the value of the sentences. The intuition of the score is, that we want to find the sentence which has the highest average probability that the objects in the sentence occur in the reference summary. The desired sentenceŝ is therefore selected by the utility function
where v is an object-level utility function which measures the importance of an object a in a context C. We define v for element x and a corpus B as
where V = (D i ,R i )∈B {x : x ∈ D i } is the set of all considered objects in the background corpus B (i.e. the vocabulary) and Pr(a b) if C = ∅ and Pr(a b | C) are estimated as in (4). Note that it may happen that an object a or a preference a b | C might not have been observed in the background corpus. These cases are ignored in the computation.
Evaluation Corpora
The fundamental hypothesis of centrality-based summarization systems is that frequency within the source documents implies importance of information. All information which is frequent in the source documents is considered to be important and therefore extracted for the summary. While this may be a suitable assumption for some document collections (such as newswire documents), we do not believe that it is suitable for the task of summarizing heterogeneous document collections.
Since most of the work in summarization has been done for newswire data, there is a lack of evaluation data where structural and centrality signals do not provide a strong indicator for importance. We therefore modify the DUC2004 multi-document summarization corpus by shuffling and oversampling to remove the commonly used indicators for importance. By doing so, we intend to demonstrate that centrality-based document summarization algorithms break down, whereas PLSum will maintain its performance.
Shuffling: In order to remove order-dependency, we randomly shuffle the sentences to hide the very strong sentence position signal, which is commonly used to detect importance in news documents.
Oversampling: With oversampling we aim for hiding the important information in the corpus by increasing the frequency of unimportant information. In particular, we iteratively search for a sentenceŝ witĥ
where sim is a similarity measure for two sentences, and addŝ to a random document in topic D. Since we duplicate the sentences we make sure that we do not introduce new, important information to the corpus which is not reflected in the summary. For the similarity measure we use
in our experiments, where cos is a cosine similarity implemented in the DKPro Similarity framework (Bär et al., 2013) Table 1 : Average similarities of the sentences contained in the test corpora.
combination lead to reasonably good results on the English subtask of the SemEval2014 Semantic Textual Similarity dataset. 4 With this methodology, we create four new corpora with 100%, 200%, 500%, and 1000% of the size of DUC2004. The bigger the corpora is, the more unimportant information has been added to it. In the 100% corpus sentences are only shuffled without duplicating sentences. With increasing size we hide the originally frequent information better and make it therefore harder to detect important information. An analysis of the result of the oversampling is displayed in Table 1 . The average similarity decreases which means that we hide dense regions by adding sentences to less dense regions.
Evaluation
Since the DUC data provides manually written reference summaries, we can compare these gold standard summaries to the newly generated summaries of the automatic summarization systems. We provide in the evaluation ROUGE-1 (R1) and ROUGE-2 (R2) based recall scores according to Owczarzak et al. (2012) who showed that R2 provides the best agreement with manual evaluations when using stemming and without removing stopwords. As Rankel et al. (2013) showed that there is no clear winner between R1 and R2, we provide R1 as well, which is well suited to identify the better summary in a pair of summaries. Furthermore, all automatically generated summaries are truncated at a length of 100 words by the ROUGE system . Summarized, we use ROUGE-1.5.5 with parameters -a -m -n 2 -x -c 95 -r 1000 -f A -p 0.5 -t 0 -l 100 -d.
Reference Systems
We will compare our algorithm, CPSum, to two baselines and to two well-known summarization algorithms.
4 http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2014/ Baselines: The first baseline Optimal has access to the reference summaries and is therefore no fair competitor for the remaining systems. Nevertheless, it provides useful information about the maximal reachable score for each dataset. Since computing the true optimal score is computational expensive, we only provide a pseudo-optimal value computed by a greedy search. The second baseline system, Random, selects sentences from the source documents randomly. It does not have access to the reference systems and is therefore the first system which can be compared with the other systems. Since most important information in news are often contained in the first sentences, just selecting the first few sentences as a summary is a strong baseline. We use Lead to provide evaluation scores for a system, which selects the first sentences of each document.
Summarization Systems: We use Centroid as a representative system for centroid-based systems. To generate the summaries for this approach we apply the widely used MEAD system , in which Centroid is implemented. For Centroid we used the default linear feature combination, length cutoff and re-ranker. As a competitive state-of-the-art representative for graph-based approaches we apply LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) , which is also implemented in the MEAD system. For LexRank we used the LexRank feature, standard length cutoff and the default re-ranker.
CPSum
Since CPSum learns about importance of objects from a background corpus, we need first a concrete instantiation for the abstract objects and second a background corpus to learn from. As instances for the objects for which we learn contextual preferences of the form a b | C we use bi-grams of stemmed words, which means that CPSum will learn about the importance of bi-grams. The contexts C is therefore a sequence of bi-grams. As mentioned above, any other linguistic entity like named-entities, opinions, or events would also be possible choices. Furthermore, vector representations for sentences could be applied as well. We decided to use bi-grams of stemmed words since they do not need any sophisticated pre-processing. Furthermore, showing that our approach is able to handle difficult summarization scenarios without a sophisticated linguistic analysis of the data and relying solely on simple elements is an even stronger argument for the strength of CPSum.
For learning the importance of bi-grams we use a background corpus originally created by Hermann et al. (2015) for question answering tasks. Although this corpus does not provide well-written summaries for each article but only sentence-length bullet points summarizing the content of the article, we can use this information to derive the necessary training signals for learning object importance. The corpus contains about 100k CNN document-summary pairs crawled from CNN and about 197k pairs crawled from DailyMail. For training, we use a subset of 100k randomly selected documents in total.
Since we will not observe most of the bi-grams from the training corpus in the test data, we apply a lazy learning strategy to only learn about elements which appear in the test data. Furthermore, we only learn preferences for contexts which we actually observe during summarization. This decreases the learning effort significantly. Table 2 shows the ROUGE evaluation scores of the tested systems on the test datasets. First, we see that the evaluation scores for both, ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 recall stays nearly constant for the oracle system Optimal. From this result we conclude that our modifications did neither remove from nor add important information to the corpus. After the modifications, it is still possible to generate summaries with a ROUGE-1 value of at least 0.40 and a ROUGE-2 value of at least 0.09. The performance of Random decreases when we add more irrelevant information to the corpus. This behavior is expected since the probability of picking an irrelevant sentences increases when more irrelevant sentences are in the corpus. The baseline Lead, which simply uses the first sentences of each article, but is considered to be a strong baseline in newswire documents, is able to summarize the original DUC 2004 data reasonably well. However, in the modified corpora with randomized sentence order, its performance is obviously not better than Random.
Results
As expected, the two state-of-the-art reference systems work well on the original DUC 2004 corpus, where Centroid achieves the best results. This behavior is also expected, since it uses positional and centrality features, which provide very good signals for importance in the corpus. When these signals are more and more removed in D04-1 -D04-10, we observe a big performance decrease in both, ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2. LexRank behaves similarly to Centroid but with a less fast decrease of performance.
CPSum performs only moderately at the original DUC 2004 dataset. This is again expected, since it does not use the strong importance signals sentence position and sentence centrality. The strength of CPSum can be observed in the modified corpora, where the performance stays comparable to the performance at the original corpus and does not decrease as it can be observed for all other Saudi exile Osama bin Laden , the alleged mastermind of a conspiracy to attack U.S. targets around the world, and Muhammad Atef, the alleged military commander of bin Laden's terrorist organization, Al-Qaeda, were charged in a separate 238-page indictment with murder and conspiracy in the bombings. Saudi exile Osama bin Laden , the alleged mastermind of a conspiracy to attack U.S. targets around the world, and Muhammad Atef, the alleged military commander of bin Laden's terrorist organization, Al-Qaeda, were charged in a separate 238-page indictment with murder and conspiracy in the bombings. Figure 3 : Example of the importance of the elements in a sentence before (top) and after (bottom) adding the sentence to the summary. The darker the font color the more important the element. Elements with less than 100 gathered preferences are displayed in italics. The importance scores are estimated by v as defined in Equation 8.
approaches. In terms of ROUGE-1 scores, CPSum has the best performance on the four modified corpora. In terms of ROUGE-2, its original performance is similar to the performance of LexRank, but lower that Centroid. The performance of Centroid drops significantly after shuffling the sentences. If we add more and more irrelevant sentences, the performance of Centroid drops again faster than the performance of LexRank. CPSum outperforms all systems when we increase the amount of noise in the corpora D04-5 and D04-10.
We show an example of the sentences scoring in Figure 3 . We display the same sentence twice. In the top, we display the context-free scores of the elements of the sentence by using a darker font for more important information. In the bottom, we show the contextual scores of the same sentence after adding this particular sentence to the summary. We observe that the importance scores of elements such as Osama bin Laden are estimated properly. After adding the sentence to the summary we can see how PLSum discounts the scores for different elements differently.
Conclusions
In this paper we introduced CPSum, a text summarization system that learns the importance of entities from an independent background corpus of document-summary pairs. CPSum is able to cope with summarization scenarios where neither centrality nor structural features help to detect important information. We showed that the performance of conventional text summarization systems decreases in such a setting. Previous approaches can be confused easily by adding more and more irrelevant information whereas the performance of CPSum stays constant. We would argue that by relying on learned prior knowledge about what information is important for a summary, CPSum is able to detect important information similar to the way human experts address a summarization task.
CPSum is also different in the way it copes with redundancy. Instead of measuring the similarity to already selected sentences such as the majority of the previous systems, we estimate the score of the elements with contextual preferences. This enables CPSum not only to detect redundancy, but also to use synergy effects between sentences. Adding one sentence to the summary can therefore also increase the utility of other sentences. Furthermore, our system can be adapted easily to different user interest by learning from other source documents.
We intend to investigate other basis elements for the preferences as well as alternatives for modeling world knowledge in future work. Similarly, we are also working on a corpus with which we can further investigate summarization scenarios where centrality and structural features are no good signals for importance. The results of this first study make us confident that a knowledgebased approach towards importance information is necessary in order to enable summarization systems to handle difficult summarization scenarios where signals for importance cannot be inferred from the source documents.
